
SPONSOR THE 2014 EQUALITY BREAKFAST

Attended by nearly 800 participants each year, this greatly anticipated event 
celebrates International Women’s Day and the full participation of women 
and girls in social, economic, and political spheres. Becoming an Equality 
Breakfast sponsor is an excellent way to demonstrate that you value having 
women in leadership positions, you are committed to corporate social 
responsibility, and you support access to justice. For more information  
on sponsorship opportunities, visit our website www.westcoastleaf.org  
or contact Stephanie Sersli at 604.684.8772, x. 113.

The power of all those people in that room—in  
the early morning hours, no less—is such a message 
of hope, resistance, battle, and the future of women’s 
equality in Canada. It signals a powerful movement.  
I’m excited to be alive when I can start the morning  
like that!

Irene Tsepnopoulos-Elhaimer, Equality Breakfast Guest 
Executive Director of Women Against Violence Against Women

continued from page 3

To address the lack of online accountability, West Coast LEAF is developing 
a report for policy-makers and lay people to raise awareness about cyber 
misogyny and to open a dialogue with the government about legal reforms 
on online harassment.

CALLING VOLUNTEER  
YOUTH FACILITATORS!

West Coast LEAF needs peer facilitators  
for No Means No and Youth in the Workplace! 
We believe that encouraging youth to think 
critically is integral to promoting women’s 
equality. Who better to lead this discussion 
than their peers? 

Volunteers receive thorough training in  
a supportive environment and have the chance 
to make a lasting difference in the lives of BC 
youth. We encourage anyone between age  
18 and 24 who is excited about social change 
to sign up. 

Training takes place over 3 days in January. 
Contact Isabel at youth@westcoastleaf.org 
pronto!

SPEAKERS BUREAU

Hear about current issues in women’s  
equality and the law and what West Coast 
LEAF is doing about it. Invite us to speak  
at your workplace, school, or event. 

For more details, contact Kasari Govender  
at 604.684.8772, x. 111 or 
exec@westcoastleaf.org.

West Coast LEAF 
555–409 Granville Street  
Vancouver, BC  V6C 1T2

T: 604.684.8772 
T: 1.866.737.7716

www.westcoastleaf.org
info@westcoastleaf.org

INVESTING IN WOMEN’S EQUALITY

West Coast LEAF is grateful for the ongoing support we receive from  
our donors, our members, and the Law Foundation of British Columbia. 
We also receive project support from our public funders. 
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27th EQUALITY BREAKFAST  

March 4, 2014
7:00–9:00 AM

Fairmont Hotel Vancouver

Tickets
2014equalitybreakfast.eventbrite.com

It’s not just another event. We’re championing 
equality and women’s rights, championing each 
other in the movement, and holding each other  
up. This is a Breakfast of Champions! 

Irene Tsepnopoulos-Elhaimer  
Executive Director, WAVAW

BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS FOR EQUALITY! 
By Sally Chang

For our Annual Equality Breakfast this  
coming March, we are delighted to present 
distinguished humanitarian, bestselling  
author, and accomplished physician  
Dr. Samantha Nutt as our keynote speaker. 
Dr. Nutt is the founder of War Child Canada.

In a career spanning more than 2 decades, 
Dr. Nutt has witnessed the atrocities and  
human cost of modern conflict all over  
the world. Her humanitarian career  
began in 1995, when she arrived in Somalia 

to assess maternal and child health as a recent medical school graduate  
and UNICEF field volunteer. Unable to shake off what she saw—armed 
gangs, a crumbling aid agency, and dying children—Dr. Nutt founded 
War Child Canada 4 years later. War Child Canada strives to enable local 
citizens in war-torn areas to become the architects of their own countries’ 
recovery and rebuilding. 

Her passionate advocacy for justice and peace has included countries 
such as Iraq, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Sierra Leone, and Sudan. 
In addition, Dr. Nutt is an acclaimed author, staff physician at Women’s 
College Hospital in Toronto, and Assistant Professor of Medicine at the 
University of Toronto. The Globe and Mail named her one of Canada’s 
25 most influential figures, and Time Magazine named her one 
of Canada’s Five Leading Activists.

Dr. Nutt is also a fierce and outspoken advocate for the rights of women 
and girls. Despite the relative comforts and freedoms women enjoy  
here at home, especially in comparison with female experiences in failing 
states, she is no less adamant about the struggle for gender equality  
in the developed world. 

“In North America, women are now free to work inside and outside  
the home, but neither is without prejudice,” she wrote for Thompson 
Reuters. “Despite the strides women have made in many parts of  
the world over the past half century, the confounding social constructs  
of beauty, youth, wife, and mother still remain. And they are just  
as hard to overcome.”

The Equality Breakfast is an opportunity to gather together and reflect  
on the state of women’s equality in Canada and the world. It’s a chance 
to share inspiration and conversations and, most important, to strengthen 
resolve. Says Dr. Nutt, “International Women’s Day reminds us that  
the women’s movement is unfinished everywhere.” 

We are truly thrilled to welcome Dr. Nutt as our keynote 
speaker and we hope to see you all there.
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CoMMunity partner 
profile: pakistani Canadian 
Women’s Society 
By Sally Chang

In 2010, a small group of driven women 
wanting to amplify the voices of women  
in their community formed the Pakistani 
Canadian Women’s Society (PCWS). They 
believe that consciousness-raising is a key 
aspect to addressing inequality issues; much 
of their work involves educational forums  
and events to raise awareness and provide 
venues for discussion. 

In just 3 years the PCWS has hosted 
educational events and community forums  
on violence, as well as multicultural functions 
and fundraisers, including a gala that raised 
over $10,000 for the redevelopment of 
hospitals in Pakistan. 

In October, the PCWS teamed up with  
West Coast LEAF to co-present a Persons  
Day event in Richmond that sold out all  
85 seats. “West Coast LEAF and PCWS  
have similar mandates regarding gender 
equality and human rights. When we work 
together, we can make a greater impact,” 
says PCWS member Dr. Babra Rana about  
our collaboration. “The first step toward 
change is naming the problem. Awareness-
raising and changing attitudes are the basis 
to societal shifts.” She adds, “One of my 
favourite moments from the event on October 
20 was seeing a completely packed room  
with so many people who really wanted  
to be there and be involved.”

2013 CeDaW report CarD iS out!  
By Sally Chang

Communities around the world  
have been experimenting with  
various social accountability tools 
that aim to inform citizens and  
communities about their rights,  
the standards of service they should 
expect, and actual government  
performance. Our CEDAW Report 
Card is a key tool to shine light  
on the disproportionate impact  
that some provincial laws and  
policies have on BC women,  
and to empower women and  

their advocates to take action to promote equality. 

The Report Card is in its 5th year and remains as relevant as ever.  
Says volunteer Olena Gavrilova, “I don’t think people understand that 
discrimination against women is a pervasive, ongoing problem in BC.  
In my experience, most people take gender equality as a given.” 

preSenting the teaM BehinD  
the CeDaW report CarD  
By Sally Chang 

The success of the Report Card depends on the contributions  
of community groups who provide insight and feedback on the Report 
Card’s content, and on the volunteers who manage to pull it all together. 

The process begins in late March, when the volunteer team—comprised 
of students, lawyers, and other interested individuals—begins its research 
into legal and policy developments affecting BC women and girls. This 
year, thirteen committed volunteers invested nearly 200 hours to research 
and assess government responses to systemic gender inequality. 

The result is a resource that both educators and advocates can use  
to promote equality. “The CEDAW report card highlights the economic 
and structural implications of gender equality in our province in a way 
that makes it very clear that these issues permeate our social structures 
at every level,” says volunteer Terran Bell. “Structures that don’t support 
women hurt everyone.” 

Volunteer Alejandra Heano adds, “The different subject areas assessed  
by the report card are definitely connected. A decline in service in one 
area, like access to legal aid, has a domino effect on the others.” 

“I hope the report is shared widely to enhance our understanding of  
the challenges women face in BC.”

CyBer MiSogyny 
an essential Conversation

At this year’s Annual General Meeting, we hosted a lively panel discussion 
on cyber misogyny featuring Gender Focus blogger Jarrah Hodge, former 
Crown Prosecutor and Red Hood Project co-founder Sandy Garossino, and 
educator Merlyn Horton from the Safe Online Outreach Society (SOLOS). 

The panelists emphasized that while the rise of the Internet has expanded 
opportunities for women and girls to connect, collaborate, and express 
themselves, it has also made them more accessible to sexual predators  
and misogynists. In particular, they pointed to the way the Internet  
enables the proliferation of harassment and abuse, which can quickly  
lead to a mob mentality. Hodge noted, “The misogynistic messages  
are the same as before, but they are happening faster and you don’t  
necessarily have to be as close to the person you’re targeting. People  
can get roped in easily.”

Accordingly, West Coast LEAF is embarking on a project intended to 
provide women and girls with the appropriate legal tools to uphold their 
rights and respond to online hate speech when it happens. Our project, 
Legal Responses to Cyber Misogyny, will include a new public legal 
education curriculum for youth. Our goal is to identify the gaps in legal 
responses to cyber misogyny, the kinds of resources youth feel are missing, 
and how we can discuss this issue with youth in a meaningful way that 
will help them to navigate a world dominated by smart phones, new apps, 
and constant access to communications among peer groups.

The anonymity of aggressors hiding behind a computer and a pseudonym 
was also raised as a concern in the AGM panel discussion. The panelists 
cited the example of an anonymous sexual predator who was able to 
blackmail a teen girl using information he found through social network-
ing sites. While the panelists believe education and dialogue on Internet 
safety can help protect women and girls, they stressed that industry ac-
countability—responsibility from the ISPs and social networking sites that 
host the hateful content—is crucial to addressing the problem. The tech 
industry is unlikely to respond to these issues without significant pressure. 
Panelists emphasized the need for women, particularly women lawyers,  
to join the conversation and push for needed reforms.

continued on page 4

volunteer profile
kevin harding 

Kevin Harding is the Director of Co-op 
Development at the BC Co-operative 
Association. He holds an MA in Political 
Science from York University, and has worked 
with nonprofit organizations, government, 
and boards. Kevin heard about West Coast 
LEAF while working with the Canadian Bar 
Association. He volunteers graphic design  
for the CEDAW Report Card.

 
What advice do you have for people  
who want to learn more about social 
justice issues?

kevin: Equality is not just an end goal—it’s 
a way of being. You need to follow your 
passions and get involved with organizations. 
West Coast LEAF has been an amazing way 
to learn about women’s rights in the legal 
system. The publications and the campaigns 
of West Coast LEAF are a window into  
the activism that’s happening day after day.
 
Do you have insight into the CeDaW 
report?

kevin: It’s a framework for understanding 
gender equality from several different  
avenues. We know that in BC there have  
been so many points where the government 
has horribly failed to support women’s  
equality. I hope that eventually we’ll be  
at A’s and A+’s throughout, but the report  
illustrates how long a path we have to take.  
 
What was the watershed moment  
when you realized the importance  
of advocating for equality?

kevin: As a white male, I’ve come to 
realize the amount of privilege I enjoy in 
society without ever asking for it. Every time  
I stumble across forms of privilege—which  
are implicitly forms of oppression—it highlights 
the inequalities in society, and the benefits  
I receive and the benefits people have  
to fight for. Every moment is a watershed 
moment for me. 

West Coast leaf 
www.facebook.com/westcoastleaf

Cyber misogyny panel at 2013 AGM
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